Project / Phasing Notes

General Phasing/Staging/Traffic Control Notes

1.

Contractor shall maintain access to all businesses throughout
the project.

1. The phases shown on the J sheets are guidelines for the contractor; actual traffic control and staging may vary as proposed by
the contractor and approved by the Engineer.

2.

Driveways for businesses shall be constructed on weekends
or other off-peak time agreed to by the business owner.

2. All traffic control devices required by the contract documents shall be furnished, erected, moved, maintained, and removed by the
contractor.
3. The location for storage of equipment by the contractor during non-working hours shall be as approved by the Engineer.

3.

Contractor shall provide rock surface driveway until pavement
is completed.

4. Proposed sign spacing may be modified as approved by the Engineer to meet existing field conditions.
5. Permanent signing that conveys a message contrary to the message of the temporary signing and not applicable to the working
conditions shall be covered by contractor with concurrence from Engineer.

Phases

6. All construction traffic, including material delivery trucks shall use the unfinished portion of the roadway whenever possible.

1.

Construct Bridge and approaches.

7. The contractor shall submit completed Traffic Control Diary entries to the Engineer weekly.

2.

Construct College Street west of bridge

3.

Construct College Street east of bridge.

4.

Construct 2nd Street & sidewalks.

8. Per 23 CFR 634: "All workers within the Right-of-way of a federal-aid highway who are exposed either to traffic (vehicles using the
highway for purposes of travel) or to construction equipment within the work area shall wear high-visibility safety apparel, which is
defined to mean "personal protective safety clothing that in intended to provide conspicuity during both daytime and nighttime
usage, and that meets the Performance Class 2 or 3 requirements of the ANSI/ISEA 107-2004".
9. Once the contractor closes one section of the roadway, the contractor shall complete the work associated with that phase of the
project and reopen the roadway to traffic before leaving the project to work on another project.

TRAFFIC CONTROL NOTES

